Our Approach in Uniting Memon Hearts:
Confidential, private, safe and secure (No personal information is on our Website: NO pictures of bride, groom; NO names). It is managed by volunteers of Memon families. Not a commercial venture. Professional and Goal oriented – More details on our website.

Social Justice (Samaji N'yaya)

Story of The Elephant: Pop Up & Play Book inc Activities [#5457 311 HB 26pp. Surah Al-Feel
[details]

Memon Language Series - "Panji Mithi Boli Memon" Memoni Boli javed siddik noorsumar welding waroo Baah [view]
[Details]

Good to KNOW:
- In Kachchh, the first language for most people is Kachchhi... Kachchhi has no formal script and where Kachchhi words are used in the text they appear in transliterated Gujarati form. ... Kachchh’ is consistently used (in this book), although this word also appears as ‘Cutch’, ‘Kachh’, ‘Kutch’ and ‘Kacchh... Throughout, I have referred to Saurashtra not Kathiawad and Sind not Sindh. Bombay was renamed Mumbai in 1995; however, for simplicity rather than political malice I have stuck with the old name throughout because of the sheer number of times’ in Muslim Society and the Western Indian Ocean: The Seafarers of Kachchh, by Edward Simpson. New York : Routledge, 2009, ©2006. P. xi.